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anal.yaes were given of r epcr-t., of incidents inYclving f'Luor-eeccrrt lighting
eIJ.',,5.:rment attended by the Fire Brigades in the United Kingdcm du:cin8 -1950.
~~e present note recordS the resul~s of a similar analysis of ir.cidents
wiri en occurred during 1951.

There were 48 incidents, 46 in England and Wales and 2 in Scotland.
Fifteen of the fires started in chokes, 14 in transformers, 3 in :oesistances,
4 in wiring and 3 in condensers. One fire was caused by heat from a f\Ul'1d
I:iChting tube igniting a wooden beam, and another sto.rted i!1 unspecified,
a.,para·ous associated with lighting equipment. In all these incidents th"re
vr"..~ a br-eakdown or overheating in the component mentionedo y-r

The remaining fires include an incident where an employee, while '
adjusting the installation, caused a short circuit, and a fire which started
5.'1 a condenser in equipment which was switched on after the lighting tube
had been removed. There was also a fire in which a bird's nest buHt. 'iiround
the transformer of the equipment caused a short circuit. Finally there were
four fires where the location of the fire was net stated.

Damage was confined to the apparatus in 33 of the incidents; 6 fires
spread beyond the apparatus and caused minor damage confined to the room of
origin. Slight damage 'vas caused to the roof by a fire in a fluorescent
sign over the main entrance to a shcp, and 7 fires damaged the ceiling and
floor above the room in which the fire started. The only serious fire
occurred in a bookshop in which severe damage was caused to approximately
two-thirds of the shop and its contents. The fire spread to the stairway of
the flat above the shop. '

There was one non-fatal casualty, a male aged 23 years, who received a
shock while adjusting a lighting tube.
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